Abstract: Chameleon sequences (ChSeqs) refer to sequence strings of identical amino acids that can adopt different conformations in protein structures. Researchers have detected and studied ChSeqs to understand the interplay between local and global interactions in protein structure formation. The different secondary structures adopted by one ChSeq challenge sequence-based secondary structure predictors. With increasing numbers of available Protein Data Bank structures, we here identify a large set of ChSeqs ranging from 6 to 10 residues in length. The homologous ChSeqs discovered highlight the structural plasticity involved in biological function. When compared with previous studies, the set of unrelated ChSeqs found represents an about 20-fold increase in the number of detected sequences, as well as an increase in the longest ChSeq length from 8 to 10 residues. We applied secondary structure predictors on our ChSeqs and found that methods based on a sequence profile outperformed methods based on a single sequence. For the unrelated ChSeqs, the evolutionary information provided by the sequence profile typically allows successful prediction of the prevailing secondary structure adopted in each protein family. Our dataset will facilitate future studies of ChSeqs, as well as interpretations of the interplay between local and nonlocal interactions. A user-friendly web interface for this ChSeq database is available at prodata.swmed.edu/chseq.
Introduction
Protein secondary structure elements have been viewed as the fundamental building blocks of protein tertiary structures. [1] [2] [3] The formation of a-helical and b-strand elements is induced by the interplay between local amino acid propensities and global interactions. [4] [5] [6] To investigate the influence of global interactions on the formation of secondary structures, researchers have discovered stretches of identical amino acid sequences that adopt distinct conformations, also called as chameleon sequences (ChSeqs). 7 Further studies 8 revealed the importance of such structural ambiguity in ChSeqs for a better understanding of amyloid diseases, [9] [10] [11] where native proteins can refold into b-strands to stabilize the pathogenic assemblies. Additionally, ChSeqs are reported to contribute to functional diversity described in alternatively spliced isoforms.
chameleon pentapeptides from 62 protein structures. From then on, researchers have shown increased interest in the detection of ChSeqs. 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Besides analyzing the amino acid properties of ChSeqs, scientists have used ChSeqs to evaluate the performance of secondary structure predictors. 12, 20, 21 Collectively, such evaluation studies showed that methods based on sequence profiles outperformed methods based on single sequences. 22 Surprisingly, the evaluations of neural network-based secondary structure predictors have shown that profile-based methods predict ChSeqs with similar efficiency as on sequences where alternative conformations are never observed. 21, 23 To better understand the principles of protein structure changes, aided with increasing numbers of available Protein Data Bank (PDB) 24 structures, we searched for ChSeqs and identified a large set ranging from 6 to 10 in residue length. ChSeqs found in homologous structures tend to reveal conformational changes involved in switching protein functional states. Alternatively, the different environments surrounding ChSeqs from unrelated structures tend to dictate their conformation. We found that the evolutionary information provided by the sequence profiles can successfully predict the secondary structure feature that prevails in a given protein family. We present our dataset in a user-friendly web interface available at prodata.swmed.edu/chseq, as well as in csv format at http://prodata.swmed.edu/chseq/ downloads/.
Results and Discussion
Our comprehensive search for ChSeqs identified 19,603 (20 homologous and 19,583 unrelated) ChSeqs of entirely helix-to-strand transitions ( Fig. 1 ) in the current nonredundant PDB database. For a fair comparison with the latest study, 18 which detected ChSeqs with any secondary structure difference in the sequence strings, we also loosened our criteria and detected 128,703 ChSeqs in unrelated proteins with any helix-to-strand transition in the middle two residues of the sequence strings.
ChSeqs in homologous structures highlight dramatic conformational changes
We detected 20 ChSeqs that undergo complete helixto-strand transitions in homologous structures. We found 12 of the 20 ChSeqs to be associated with biological functions (Table I) . Based on their experimental studies, the biological processes of the 12 ChSeqs can be classified into four types. First, the conformational changes upon activation (6 ChSeqs); these include the fusion protein of respiratory syncytial virus (2 ChSeqs), [25] [26] [27] The fusion protein in respiratory syncytial virus [25] [26] [27] contains one of the longest ChSeqs (10 residues), as well as another ChSeq of six residues (Fig. 2 ). In the prefusion structure (pdb: 4jhw, Chain F), the two ChSeqs together form a b3 176-181 /b4 [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] hairpin that packs against the "fusion peptide." 27 In the profusion structure (pdb: 3rki, Chain A), each of the ChSeq strands transforms into a helical conformation, extending the "fusion peptide" helix and packing with the C-terminal helix to form a coiled coil stalk for membrane insertion. 26 As illustrated in this example, the ChSeqs undergo dramatic conformational changes and participate in the transition between the protein's inactive and active states. The remaining eight ChSeq examples lack experimentally verified functions. Five of them come from structures of substantially different lengths (Table I ). The longer length structures form complete protein domains (determined by X-ray crystallography), whereas the shorter length structures are limited to several secondary structure elements (solved by NMR). As exemplified by the DH domains of Dab2 (illustrated in Fig. 3) , 44, 45 we found that all the ChSeqs from truncated structures exhibit helical conformation. Alternately, the ChSeqs from the complete domains form b-strands. For example, in the complete DH domain (Fig. 3 , pdb: 1p3r), the ChSeq b-strand (magenta) integrates into the center of an open b-barrel, forming a hydrogen bonding network with two neighboring b-strands (residues 92-97 and 145-151) that are missing in the truncated structure Li et al.
( Fig. 3 , pdb: 2lsw). In the absence of the stabilizing hydrogen bonding network provided by the b-barrel, the single b-strand transforms into an a-helix in the shorter length structures. All five ChSeqs from truncated domains exhibit similar conformational transitions, suggesting that the helical conformations resulting from truncations are nonphysiological and caused by the lack of sufficient hydrogen bonding networks. Two of the remaining three ChSeq examples include unpublished structures. For one, an unpublished NMR structure (pdb: 2mdk) of a human major sperm protein (MSP) domain contains an a-helix, whereas the crystal structure (pdb: 3ikk) 46 contains a b-strand. For the other, an unpublished crystal structure (pdb: 3lru) of a truncated human premRNA processing factor 8 (Prp8) RNase H-like domain 47 exhibits a b-strand in a sheet formed by a swapped dimer, whereas a crystal structure of the complete domain (pdb: 4jke) has an a-helix. The last homologous ChSeq (sequence: AKEEAIKE) is from two engineered proteins designed to explore the mutation pathways for a single mutation to switch from an IgG-binding fold (a 1 b topology) into an albumin-binding fold (all-a topology). 48, 49 Previous searches for ChSeqs either did not distinguish homologies of the ChSeqs 12, 16 or focused their searches on unrelated ChSeqs. 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] However, some studies have investigated conformational diversity and structural motions present in the structures. [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] We examined whether our ChSeqs are also present in these studies. Although these studies collected redundant chains of close homologs (and we removed redundancy), five of the homologous ChSeqs we identified have been recorded in the "dynamic domains" (DynDom) database. 54 Recently, the database of conformational diversity in the native state of proteins (CoDNaS) 56 characterized structures of 100% sequence identity. The database for protein structural change upon ligand binding (PSCDB) 55 concentrated on the conformational changes on binding small molecules. As we used nonredundant structures and no conformational changes induced by binding small molecule were detected, none of our ChSeqs were reported in these two most recent databases. We attempted to compare our ChSeqs with the database of protein conformational diversity (PCDB) 50 ; however, the dataset seems to be no longer accessible through its website.
ChSeqs in unrelated structures illustrate the interplay between local and nonlocal interactions
We detected ChSeqs in unrelated structures using two different criteria. The more stringent search aims to detect entirely helix-to-strand transitions and detected 19,583 ChSeqs. However, the results using this set of criteria are not suitable for direct comparison with previous works. Therefore, we also searched with a looser criteria that allows shorter secondary structural element transitions; the detected ChSeqs increased to 128,703. When compared with previous studies (see Table II The large number of hexamers detected is more than double the pentamer count in the most recent study. 18 We also increase the length of the longest This table is generated based on the numbers in Table I of Ref. 18 . For a list of ChSeqs with more than eight residues, please visit http://prodata.swmed.edu/wenlin/pdb_survey2/index.cgi/pages/unrelated/middle-match. a As our lower limit for ChSeq length is six, we assign the number of 6mers in the column of 5mers for our study. ChSeqs identified from 8 to 10 (with four 10-mers seen here). 18 ChSeqs that form different secondary structures in unrelated proteins were used to analyze the interplay between local and nonlocal interactions. [16] [17] [18] Such interactions can be illustrated in one of the 10-residue ChSeqs detected by loose criterion (Fig. 4) . This ChSeq (sequence: QGTAVVVSAA) is found in an immunoglobulin fold (ECOD domain ID: e4jb9H4) and a Rossmann fold (ECOD domain ID: e1vl6A1). In the immunoglobulin structure (pdb: 4jb9), the ChSeq forms a b-strand (residues 105-114) embedded in a b-sandwich; in the Rossmannfold structure (pdb: 1v16), it forms a helix (residues 157-166). In this example, the ChSeq sequence includes a number of strong a-helix formers (e.g., A) and strong b-strand formers (e.g., V), as measured by Chou-Fasman parameters. 60 This mix of strong but ambiguous a-helical and b-strand propensities is similar to that observed in a previous study of helixto-strand transitions. 16 In the immunoglobulin structure, nearby b-strands form a hydrogenbonding network with the ChSeq to stabilize the extended conformation; in the Rossmann fold, the lack of surrounding hydrogen bonding partners allows the ChSeq to form a helix induced by strong a-helix propensity of its sequence [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Therefore, in this example, the global interactions impose constraints on the sequences of ambiguous secondary structure propensity, guiding local interactions to stabilize the respective secondary structures.
In the above example (Fig. 4) , the ChSeq has a mixture of amino acids with ambiguous secondary structure preferences. We compared the amino acid frequencies of all detected ChSeqs (under the stringent criterion) with the amino acid frequencies of proteins in the Swiss-Prot database (Fig. 5) . When compared with the frequencies in Swiss-Prot (green line in Fig. 5) , the residues Ile, Val, Ala, and Leu are overrepresented in ChSeqs. As pointed out in previous analyses, 12, 16 these residues have strong propensities in forming either a-helix (residues) or b-strand (residues). Alternately, Pro is underrepresented in ChSeqs consistent with its tendency to be both a helix and a strand breaker. Other residues with low Chou-Fasman 60 helical or strand propensities, that is, Gly, Ser, Asp, and Asn, also show low frequencies in ChSeqs. The low frequency of Cys can be explained by its potential to reduce structural flexibility through forming disulfide bonds. 12, 16 The low frequencies of Trp, His, Met, and Gln were also observed previously. 12, 16 As has been noted 15 and was seen in the examples in Figure 4 , ChSeqs tend to be largely buried in the protein core, forming interactions with surrounding secondary structure elements. To study the solvent exposure of residues in ChSeqs, we calculated the relative solvent accessibility (RSA), which indicates the percentage of surface area exposed to the solvent for a residue (Fig. 6) . In general, when compared with residues in proteins, the distribution of RSAs in ChSeqs shows more fully buried residues (<5% RSA) and many fewer highly exposed residues (>85% RSA). However, when compared with residues contained in b-strands and a-helices, the distribution of RSAs in ChSeqs is comparable (green), indicating that the RSA decrease may be simply a result of the constraints of being in secondary structures.
Evaluation of secondary structure predictors on ChSeqs highlights the advantage of profile-based predictors
ChSeqs may be the most stringent test set for secondary structure predictors. 20, 21 Previous studies have applied profile-based secondary structure prediction methods to unrelated ChSeqs and have shown their high accuracy in predicting ChSeq secondary structures. 12, 21, 23 To study the influence of the evolutionary information on the success of profile-based predictors, we applied both a profilebased predictor, here called psiP (for PSIPRED Figure 5 . Amino acid composition of ChSeqs. Amino acid frequencies in ChSeqs (blue) are compared with the frequencies seen in proteins from the Swiss-Prot database (green). Figure 6 . ChSeqs are similarly buried as residues in strands and helices. Histogram of the RSA distribution of residues in "stringent" ChSeqs (red), in a set of 1000 random proteins (blue), and in a set of "random" b-strands and a-helices (green).
using sequence profile), and a single sequence-based predictor, here called psiS (for PSIPRED using single sequence), to the set of 655 ChSeqs with more than six residues. Consistent with previous evaluations, for the overwhelming majority, 92% (605/655) of ChSeqs, the profile-based psiP predicted correct secondary structures for both forms. Influenced by flanking residues, single-sequence-based psiS is in principle able to produce distinct predictions for sequences in a ChSeq pair; however, correct psiS secondary structure predictions for both forms are obtained for fewer than half, 42% (274/655), of the ChSeqs. Among the 58% ChSeqs that had incorrect predictions, for 96% (i.e., 56% of the 655 ChSeqs), the correct secondary structure is obtained for one of the families but not the other. As was seen for the example ChSeq shown in Figure 4 , psiS produced mainly b-strand predictions for both structures, whereas psiP could successfully distinguish the secondary structures from different protein structures. As shown in the secondary structure predictions for the ChSeq helix in the Rossmann fold [ Fig. 4(c) ], psiS predicts the "AVVV" stretch as a strand. However, the family profile includes alternate residues that allow psiP to correctly predict the AVVV as a helix. To quantify the prevalence of this type of alternate single-sequencebased prediction, we computed a prediction P-value (PPV) to indicate the probability of observing a given psiS prediction based on the psiS predictions carried out for every sequence in a given protein family. A lower PPV means the single-sequence prediction is more dissimilar to the prevailing psiS prediction among members of a protein family. The PPV distribution of incorrect psiS predictions for ChSeqs is different from the distribution of psiS predictions for random sequences without observed helix-to-strand transitions (green line in Fig. 7 ). For incorrect psiS ChSeq predictions [blue bars in Fig. 7(a) ], about onethird of the PPVs are below 0.05, indicating that the predictions significantly deviate from the prevailing predictions of family members. On the other hand, the distribution of ChSeqs with correct psiS prediction closely approximates the random distribution except at PPVs < 0.15 [ Fig. 7(b) ].
To study the influence of secondary structure type on the PPV distributions, we separately analyzed the helix and strand conformations. The PPV distributions [ Fig. 8(a) ] show that ChSeqs adopting strands have significantly lower PPVs than ChSeqs adopting helices, with a two-sided KolmogorovSmirnov (K-S) test P-value of 1.36 e 2 06. This indicates that psiS predictions for b-strands tend to deviate more from their prevailing family predictions than do the predictions for a-helices. This explains a clear asymmetry in the predictability of helices and strands in that, among all the ChSeqs, 42% had both a-helices and b-strands predicted correctly, 40% had only the a-helix predicted correctly, 16% had only the b-strand predicted correctly, and 2% had neither predicted correctly. Interestingly, if we further divide each conformation into those having correct versus incorrect psiS predictions, the PPV distributions are not distinguishable for either the correctly [ Fig. 8(b) ] or the incorrectly [ Fig. 8(c) ] predicted ChSeqs, with the K-S test P-values to be 0.21 and 0.39, respectively. Correctly predicted ChSeqs of both conformations tend to have higher PPVs [ Fig. 8(b) ], and incorrectly predicted ChSeqs of both conformations show a trend for lower PPVs [ Fig. 8(c)] . Therefore, psiS predictions from a-helices tend to match the prevailing family prediction more than b-strands, consistent with the higher fraction of correct predictions for a-helices.
Cross-validation of homologies by ECOD identified ChSeqs in unrelated regions of homologous protein folds
ECOD is an evolutionary classification of protein domains based on structural and sequence similarity, where structures within the same H-group are considered homologs. 59 As a cross-check of our homology assignments, we applied the ECOD classification to our BLAST-based ChSeq homologs. ECOD allowed us to correct classifications of three ChSeqs that are falsely found as homologs by BLAST due to multidomain problem (Supporting Information Table  S1 ). 61 Additionally, ECOD helped us to filter 65
ChSeqs that were in homologous proteins but did not represent homologous parts of the proteins (Supporting Information Table S1 , recorded as unrelated ChSeqs in the final dataset). For example, the ChSeq shown in Figure 9 (with sequence: AIVLSKY) is from two structures classified by ECOD as homologous Rossmann folds (pdb: 3id6 and 4lg1); however, the ChSeq is in the N-terminal helix in one structure (4lg1) but in the C-terminal strand in another structure (3id6). The pairwise alignment of these two structure sequences is only limited to the ChSeq region (E-value 0.12), which is not sufficient to support their homology. Examples of unrelated ChSeqs in homologous folds are mainly concentrated in three large H-groups: the Rossmann fold (20 ChSeqs), the TIM barrel (16 ChSeqs), and the P-loop domain (8 ChSeqs). We did not include 400 ChSeqs (1.8% of total ChSeqs) in our final dataset, as they could not be mapped to current ECOD domains. Those sequences include (i) 257 ChSeqs mapped to ECOD as peptides, coiled coils, fragments, and artificial sequences, for which homology cannot be inferred with confidence; and (ii) 143 ChSeqs mapped to the protein regions not covered by ECOD domains due to ECOD domain parsing limitations. These 400 ChSeqs are available at http://prodata.swmed.edu/wenlin/pdb_survey2/index. cgi/artifacts/.
A user-friendly web interface to the ChSeq database integrates a wide range of relevant information For making this information accessible, we imported our dataset into a web interface (Fig. 10 ) that integrates structural and sequence information relevant for a ChSeq analysis. For efficiency, the default display includes only a single representative PDB entry for each form of a ChSeq, with a "show all PDB chains for this group" option to display all relevant PDB entries. Cross-database information, including protein names from PDB 24 and H-groups from ECOD, 59 is provided at the top of each panel. For more in-depth study of the structures, one can load the structure in JSmol 62 or download PyMol 63 session files (having a white protein chain with magenta ChSeq). In addition, below each image, the secondary structure (from PDB and psiS and psiP predictions) and sequence information (including gap fraction) are given along with a weblogo 64 visualization of the sequence profile of the ChSeq region. The full alignment of the protein family is accessible via the link on the right of the weblogo image. This web interface to the ChSeq database is available through a portal at prodata.swmed.edu/chseq.
Conclusions
We have developed a rather comprehensive, updated dataset of ChSeqs. Interestingly, among the 20 examples of homologous ChSeqs that undergo helixto-strand conformational changes, 12 were found to be involved in biological function. When compared with the most comprehensive previous study, we achieved a roughly 20-fold increase in detected unrelated ChSeqs (similar to the growth of the nonredundant PDB database in the relevant timeframe) and increased the length of the longest ChSeq from 8 to 10 residues. We find that for the 56% of ChSeqs, for which a prediction based on single sequences is correct for only one of the families, there is a strong tendency for the sequence to be an "outlier" sequence for the other family. Its presence as a minority type of sequence in the family explains why it does not negatively impact the success of profile-based secondary structure predictions, which effectively capture the information present in the prevailing sequence patterns present in the family. A user-friendly web interface to the ChSeq database (available at prodata.swmed.edu/chseq) will facilitate future studies of ChSeqs and the gleaning of insights they can provide into the interplay between the influences of local and nonlocal interactions on protein structures.
Materials and Methods

Detection of ChSeqs
The nonredundant PDB database, which combines structures of an identical sequence into one record, was downloaded on February 14, 2014, from ftp://ftp. ncbi.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/pdbaa.gz. The structures with Ca-atoms only were filtered. To select representative structures for each record, we prioritized crystal structures with the best resolution, followed by NMR structures, and then EM structures. We used a sliding window ranging from 6 to 40 to detect identical sequence strings. We further filtered out sequence strings contained in a longer sequence. The DSSP software 65 was used to define ChSeq secondary structures from representative PDBs. We followed the DSSP nomenclature 66 and reduced the eight DSSP secondary structure states into three: (1) "H," "G," and "I" as "H," (2) "E" and "B" as "E," and (3) others as "C." As a stringent criterion, we define ChSeqs1 as sequence strings with transitions between a-helices (H) and b-strands (E) in every position. To make our statistics comparable with previous studies, we also applied a looser criterion to define ChSeqs2 as segments for which helix-tostrand transitions occurred for the middle two residues of identical segments from unrelated proteins (for how relatedness was defined, see the next section).
Classification of ChSeqs by protein homology
We ran BLAST against the nonredundant PDB database to identify homologs for each structure. BLAST hits with an E-value better than 1 e25 were considered homologs. As a cross-check, we also applied the ECOD 59 classification to our dataset using H-groups (similar to SCOP 67 superfamily) to define homologs.
We manually inspected all the homologous ChSeqs detected by BLAST and ECOD to make sure that (1) structures of a homologous ChSeq are from only one ECOD H-group and that (2) homologous ChSeqs are aligned in the BLAST alignment with confident statistics.
Evaluation of PSIPRED prediction on ChSeqs
By default, the PSIPRED 68 program runs PSI-BLAST 69 and uses the statistics from the sequence profile to perform prediction (denoted as psiP for
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"Profile"). To study the influence of the sequence profile, we tweaked PSIPRED to use the statistics from the input sequence alone without running PSI-BLAST (denoted as psiS for "Single" sequence). To evaluate the performance of psiP and psiS, we compared the secondary structure prediction with that found in the representative structures. The DSSP program has relatively strict criteria in defining a-helices and b-strands. As "C" might contain atypical helices or strands, we allowed mismatches against Cs and only penalized incorrect predictions between Es and Hs. We also allowed errors in defining the secondary structure boundary and only penalized the E and H mismatches in the middle four residues of a ChSeq. Therefore, a correct prediction is defined as a prediction with no H versus E mismatches in the middle four residues of a ChSeq.
To quantify the magnitude of the difference between the psiS and psiP predictions for a given sequence, we extracted the multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) used in psiP and calculated the prediction distance (D p ) for each sequence in the MSA using the following equation:
where n is the length of the ChSeq, jj jj is the operator to calculate a Euclidean distance, and V i psiSP and V i psiSS are the probability vectors of secondary structure predictions for position i from psiP and psiS, respectively.
To indicate the extent to which the psiS of a sequence diverges from those that would be predicted by single sequences within its family, we estimated a PPV using the following equation:
where N tail is the number of D p s larger than the D p of the sequence, and N all is the number of proteins in the MSA. To ensure the statistical significance of the PPVs, we filtered out protein families with N all < 150.
Calculation of amino acid frequency and solvent accessibility
For the sequences of unrelated ChSeqs1 (i.e., those stringently defined), we calculated the frequencies of the 20 amino acid types. A set of reference frequencies of amino acids was obtained by the amino acid frequencies of proteins in the Swiss-Prot 70 database available at http://web.expasy.org/protscale/pscale/A. A.Swiss-Prot.html. RSA was calculated as dividing the solvent accessibility (in Å 2 ) observed for each residue in a protein of interest (from DSSP) by the total surface area of the residue. 71 To estimate the RSA distribution in proteins, we sampled 1000 proteins from ChSeq-containing structures and calculated the RSA for every residue. To estimate the RSA distribution of a-helices and b-strands of length N (for comparison with ChSeqs of length N), we randomly selected a segment of N residues from the secondary structure elements (excluding coils) of ChSeq-containing structures and calculated the RSA for every residue.
Filtering ambiguous and non-native sequences
We used the PDBx/mmCIF file of each structure in the PDB database to convert modified residues to their original (parent) residues. After our conversion, sequences containing unknown residues remained (e.g., the unknown residues in Chain D of pdb: 4hu6), which hindered our definition of identical sequence strings. Additionally, we detected protein expression tags near the termini by checking sequence conservation. Homologous sequences were retrieved by PSI-BLAST with three iterations against the UniRef90 database. The results were filtered to include sequences with E-value better than 0.001, identity larger than 30%, and gap positions smaller than 50% of the sequence length. The resulting positional gap fractions were calculated and rescaled to 0-9 (9 is more gapped). If positions within 20 residues of either terminus had an average positional gap fraction larger than 6, we categorized the termini as protein expression tags. These ambiguous and non-native sequences (8.5% of total ChSeqs) can be found at http://prodata.swmed.edu/ wenlin/pdb_survey2/index.cgi/artifacts/.
Preparation of the web interface
To reduce redundancy for web visualization, we clustered the ChSeqs by their secondary structure elements such that each cluster contains ChSeqs of identical secondary structures. For unrelated ChSeqs, these clusters were further split according to ECOD H-groups. By default, we show the most diverse representative pair on top. In the downloadable PyMol 63 sessions of the structures, we limit to unique chains containing ChSeqs to reduce the file size. The MSAs used in detecting protein expression tags are included in the web interface.
